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Jet Tomography 

 Hard processes happen before the 

formation of the medium 

 Hard parton production in AA 

collisions can be calculated in the 

pQCD paradigm 

 

 Quarks and gluons have final state 

interaction 

 Parton shower will be modified by 

interacting with the medium 
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 One can use quark or glue jet as a probe, measure the quenching pattern 

of hadron/lepton jet fragments, and gain information about the QGP 

evolution profile  

 Or the other way: with a known medium density evolution to study the 

parton medium interaction mechanism 

 



Radiative Energy Loss 

 Jet quenching models in the pQCD framework based on different underlying assumptions 

 

 Finite temperature field theory (AMY) 

 Higher twist (HT) 

 Multiple soft scattering (BDMPS-Z and ASW) 

 Opacity expansion (GLV) 

 GLV 

 The plasma is modeled by a series of static or dynamical scattering centers. 

 Energy loss is formulated as an expansion in the number of parton-medium scatterings (opacity 

expansion) 

 Dominated by the first hard contribution. (“Thin plasma”) 

 Include interference of “vacuum” radiation, interference with vertex radiation and interference 

among subsequent scatterings 

𝝉𝒇~
𝟐𝝎

𝒌⊥
𝟐

 

 𝝉𝒇 < 𝝀 < 𝑳   Incoherent multiple collisions 

 𝝀 < 𝝉𝒇 < 𝑳   LPM effect 

 𝝀 < 𝑳 < 𝝉𝒇   “Factorization” limit 
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(D)GLV Opacity Expansion 
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WHDG/DGLV 
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 “Heavy Quark Puzzle” 

Path length fluctuations Power law assumption of heavy quark pQCD spectra 

Collisional energy loss 

Convolutions over radiative and elastic 

WHDG, NPA784,426(2007) 



CUJET1.0 = dynamical DGLV + elastic + trans. Glauber + long. Bjorken 
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Path length fluctuations Power law assumption of heavy quark pQCD spectra 

Radiative energy loss fluctuations 

Elastic energy loss fluctuations 

ASSUME Poisson distribution for 

the number of INCOHERENTLY 

emitted gluons 

Gaussian fluctuation for multiple 

collisions 

Fragmentation 

 



Effective Potential 

Static QCD medium (DGLV) 

 

 

 Static scattering centers 

 Color-electric screened Yukawa potential (Debye mass) 

 Full opacity series 

Dynamical QCD medium (Djordjevic; Gelis; Zakharov) 

 

 

 Dynamical scattering centers 

 Includes color-magnetic effects (1-HTL gluon propagators) 

 Only first order in opacity  

𝑣 𝑖(𝑞𝑖)
2 =

1

𝜋

𝜇(𝑧𝑖)
2

𝑞2 + 𝜇(𝑧𝑖)2 2
 

𝑣 𝑖(𝑞𝑖)
2 =

1

𝜋

𝜇(𝑧𝑖)
2

𝑞2 𝑞2 + 𝜇(𝑧𝑖)2
 

Interpolating potential (CUJET) 

 

 

 Introduces effective color-magnetic screening mass 

 Add 𝑓𝐸 and 𝑓𝑀 allows one to interpolate between the static and 

dynamical limits, and further explore Non-HTL regime 

 Magnetic screening allows full opacity series 

𝑣 𝑖(𝑞𝑖)
2 =

𝒩(𝜇𝑒 , 𝜇𝑚)

𝜋

𝜇𝑒(𝑧𝑖)
2 − 𝜇𝑚(𝑧𝑖)

2

𝑞2 + 𝜇𝑒(𝑧𝑖)2 𝑞2 + 𝜇𝑚(𝑧𝑖)2
 

𝜇𝑒 = 𝑓𝐸  𝜇 𝜇𝑚 = 𝑓𝑀  𝜇 
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Djordjevic and Heinz, PRC (2008) 



Kernel of CUJET1.0 
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Radiative: dynamical DGLV 

Elastic: Thoma-Gyulassy (TG) 



CUJET1.0: To solve heavy quark puzzle 

Light Quarks Heavy Quarks 

Wicks, Horowitz, Djordjevic, Gyulassy, NPA (2007) 

 Combining dynamical DGLV opacity series and TG elastic energy loss, taking into 

account more realistic path length fluctuation and convolute over initial production spectra 

without simplification, CUJET1.0 explains the non-photonic electron RAA at RHIC 
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CUJET1.0: The surprising transparency at LHC 

 The CUJET1.0 complication did not explain the surprising transparency of sQGP at LHC 

 Extented pT range probed at LHC  Introduce running coupling (phenomenologically 

motivated, rigorous NLO calculation is what to be done) 
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Horowitz and Gyulassy, NPA872,265(2011) Buzzatti and Gyulassy, PRL108,022301(2012) 



Recall fixed coupling CUJET1.0 at first order in opacity 
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Radiative: dynamical DGLV 

Elastic: Thoma-Gyulassy (TG) 



 One power α(Q2) originates from the radiated gluon vertex; the off-

shellness of the intermediate quark propagator in the amplitude where 

the gluon is emitted after the scattering is  

 

 

 An ambiguity arises from other amplitudes for example if the radiated 

gluon scatters with q instead of the quark. In eikonal limit, assuming 

mass effects are negligible, keep only k perp term 

Multi-scale Running Coupling: Radiative 

 Introduce one-loop running strong coupling 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  B. G. Zakharov, JETP Lett. 88 (2008) 781-786 
0 1 2 3 4 5

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5 𝜶𝒎𝒂𝒙= 𝜶𝟎 

𝜶 𝑸𝟎
𝟐 = 𝜶𝟎 

 Two powers of α𝑠(Q
2) originate from the jet-medium interaction vertices; the exchanged transverse 

momentum is q, and 

 One power of the thermal coupling originates from the Debye mass 

mD(α Q2 , T); the scale is set to be proportional to the temperature of 

the plasma, 
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 S. Peigne and A. Peshier, PRD 77, 114017 (2008) 

 In the limit of E >> k (the momentum of target particle in the medium), approximate parton-parton 

elastic cross section as 

 

 

 Energy loss per unit length 

Multi-scale Running Coupling: Elastic 
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Radiative Running Coupling Effects at LHC via CUJET1.0 

 Running coupling CUJET fits (by eye ball) the pion RAA of RHIC and LHC 

with the same maximum coupling 0.4 in a Glauber transverse + Bjorken 

longitudinal profile, but RAA’s low pT rising and high pT saturating behavior is 

not manifest enough 
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 Couple rcDGLV  to  VISH 2+1D expanding QGP fluid 

fields (T(x,t),v(x,t)) 

 

 RHIC Au+Au 200AGeV & LHC Pb+Pb 2.76ATeV 

 Equaiton of State: s95p-v0-PCE 

 Initial Condition: MC-Glauber 

 η/s=0.08 

 Initial Time: 0.6fm/c 

 Cooper-Frye freeze-out temperature: 120MeV 

 

 Compatible with measurements of low pT particle 

production spectra and flow harmonics 

CUJET2.0 = rcDGLV + Elastic + 2+1D Viscous Hydro 

T. Renk, H. Holopainen, U. Heinz and C. Shen, PRC 83, 014910 (2011) 

C. Shen, U. Heinz, P. Huovinen and H. Song, PRC 82, 054904 (2010) 

H. Song and U. Heinz, PRC 78, 024902 (2008) 
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Chun Shen, Private Communication 

 



CUJET2.0 Result: 𝑅𝐴𝐴 at RHIC and LHC 

 (𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑓𝐸, 𝑓𝑀) = (0.26, 1, 0) 

 

 The pion 𝑅𝐴𝐴 is compatible with 
both RHIC and LHC data in both 
central and semi-peripheral 
collisions 

 

 The same choice of running 
coupling but with a different 
medium evolution background 
can still explain the surprising 
transparency at LHC 

 

 Clearer tendency of 𝑅𝐴𝐴 flattening 
at high 𝑝𝑇  

 

 The coupling strength significantly 
deceases in an transverse expanding 
medium comparing to the static 
case 

 

 Comparing to a static medium, 
longer jet path length in a 
transverse expanding medium 
compensates the reduction in 
density and results in overall 
enhanced quenching 
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Fits by eyeball are not good enough, need chi^2 to quantify 

 Chi^2 analysis is necessary to determine the best fit amax value, we choose to compare data above 8GeV/c  

 At low amax the increment in RAA is near uniform  asymptotically the fixed coupling limit 

 Band width remains almost the same at RAA flattening region  for high pT rc is less important than expanding medium 
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The JET Collaboration, arXiv:1312:5003 



Fits by eyeball are not good enough, need chi^2 to quantify 
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The JET Collaboration, arXiv:1312:5003 



Jet Transport Coefficient in CUJET2.0 

The JET Collaboration, arXiv:1312:5003 
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Partonic and Hadronic RAA vs pT at RHIC and LHC 

 Light quark RAA and pion/charged hardron RAA are almost the same at both RHIC and LHC, 

despite the fact that at LHC the gluon production is larger than quark  
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Similarity between light quark and pion RAA at RHIC and LHC 

 Larger Casimir for gluon (CR=3) than quark (CR=4/3) leads to more energy loss for the gluon, brings 

their AA production spectra at LHC to the same level 

 Different fragmentation ratios of gluon and quark to pion make the light quark’s contribution to pion 

AA spectrum dominant  
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CUJET2.0 Result: Heavy Flavor at RHIC and LHC 

 Both CUJET1.0 and 2.0 solve “Heavy Quark Puzzle”, suggesting the importance of realistic path length fluctuation, no approximation of initial production 

spectra and include dynamical QCD medium effect 

 RAA crossing pattern insensitive to running coupling and medium evolution profile  Mass ordering encoded in DGLV+TG 

 At low pT, charm and pion mixed together, beauty RAA is well above them 

Davis, 06/21/2014 24 

Buzzatti and Gyulassy, PRL (2012) 



Why pion and beauty RAA have a level crossing? 

 The pp spectrum and partonic energy loss theory combined to lead to the level crossing, and the 

former plays a more critical role 

Davis, 06/21/2014 25 
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Consistency with  (RAA & v2) AND (RHIC & LHC) AND (central & peripheral) 

 B. Betz and M. Gyulassy, arXiv:1305.6458 
 QCD1 rcCUJET1.0; QCD2  fcCUJET1.0; AdS  fixed t'Hooft conformal falling string; SLTc  

Shuryak-Liao assuming Tc dominated 

 VISH2+1-Shen,Heinz,Song; RL-Romatschke,Luzum 

 QCD1 (0,1,3) (WITHOUT energy loss fluctuation) is the simplest minimal dEdx phenomenology compatible 

with all 8 combinations of jet quenching data  

 D. Molnar and S. Deke, arXiv:1305.1046 
 𝑅𝐴𝐴 and 𝑣2 cannot be satisfied with the same set of parameters in MPC+GLV 
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CUJET2.0 Result: pion suppression factor w.r.t. reaction plane 

 No amax can reproduce the gap between RAAin and RAAout at RHIC 

 Recall the chi^2<2 spans a pT range for each collision  What is the best v2 within uncertainty? 
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CUJET2.0 Result: pion suppression factor w.r.t. reaction plane 
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CUJET2.0 Result: pion v2 
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 Extrapolation to LHC fits v2! 

 RAA is compatible with data in this 

anisotropic amax scenario as well 

 As less as 10% azimuthal variation in jet 

path averaged strong coupling can render 

simultaneous fit of RAA and v2 

 This magnitude of variation is very modest 

in comparison to Shuryak-Liao huge non-

perturbative near Tc enhancement of the 

effective jet medium coupling 

 On the other hand, given this sensitivity of 

v2 on amax, calculating the exact running 

scales in GLV are important 

 NLO or BLM? 



On the azimuthal angle dependence of maximum coupling constant in CUJET2.0 
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Bazavov and Petreczky, J.Phys.Conf.Ser.458 (2013) 012012 & 432 (2013) 012003  Lattice QCD free energy of static qqbar 

pair 

 Bazavov and Petreczky, 

J.Phys.Conf.Ser.458 (2013) 012012 & 

J.Phys.Conf.Ser.432 (2013) 012003 

 Interpolate the form of effective potential 

and running coupling from lattice data  

 The running strong coupling has local 

temperature dependence, since in present 

framework the coupling runs solely with 

energy, this local T effect may be reflected 

as azimuthal variation of path averaged 

maximum coupling 



CUJET2.0 Result: heavy flavor 𝑣2 

 B meson v2 has a peak at pT~10GeV @ b=2.4fm and pT~20GeV @ b=7.5fm at both RHIC and LHC 

 Semi-ordering of the position of the peak for different flavor v2 
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Summary and Outlook 

Summary 

 CUJET2.0 = running coupling DGLV + Elastic + 2+1D Viscous Hydro. 

 CUJET can solve heavy quark energy loss puzzle mainly because of the inclusion of pQCD pp spectra 

and realistic path length fluctuations. 

 After contrained all paramters at RHIC, CUJET2.0 can explain LHC charged hadron RAA’s steep rising 

and subsequent flattening feature. 

 CUJET2.0 predicts that beauty and pion/charged hadron RAA have a robust intersection which is largely 

resulted from the shape of the pp spectrum. 

 As less as 10% azimuthal variation in path averaged strong coupling can gain simultaneous fit of both 

RAA and v2 at both RHIC and LHC in both central and semi-peripheral collisions within the CUJET2.0 

framework. 

Outlook 
 Extrapolate an effective running coupling and scattering potential from lattice QCD data of non-

perturbative qqbar potential V(r,T), examine whether lattice QCD predicts the correct jet medium physics 

near Tc. 

 Explore Shuryak-Liao magnetic monopole Tc enhancement picture in the CUJET2.0. 

 Develop the algorithm to realize calculation of jet-hadron correlation observables in the CUJET. 
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Thank you! 
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Backup 
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Heavy Flavor – Pre-thermal Scheme 
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Crossing 
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Radiative vs Elastic 
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Higher Order in Opacity 
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Running Coupling Effect 1 
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Running Coupling Effect 2 
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xE vs x+ 
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Cf. also W. Horowitz and B. Cole (2010) 



The surprising transparency of sQGP at LHC 
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 Weaker than linear density dependence of jet opacity on the density  NPA872,265(2011), PRC86,024903(2012) 



Questioning: scales in thermal coupling 

 Peshier, arXiv:hep-ph/0601119 & Djordjevic and Djordjevic, arXiv:1307.4098  
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Peshier, arXiv:hep-ph/0601119 



Dynamical (non-Thermal) Radiative Running Coupling(s) 

 Horowitz and Kovchegov, Nucl. Phys. A849, 72 (2011) 
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CUJET2.0 Result: flavor 𝑣2 

 B meson v2 has a peak at pT~10GeV @ b=2.4fm and pT~20GeV @ b=7.5fm at both RHIC and LHC 

 Semi-ordering of the position of the peak for different flavor v2 
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VISH2+1 More on EOS 

T. Renk, H. Holopainen, U. Heinz and C. Shen, PRC 

83, 014910 (2011) 

C. Shen, U. Heinz, P. Huovinen and H. Song, PRC 82, 

054904 (2010) 

H. Song and U. Heinz, PRC 78, 024902 (2008) 
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 Couple rcDGLV  to  VISH 2+1D expanding QGP fluid 

fields (T(x,t),v(x,t)) 

 

 RHIC Au+Au 200AGeV 

 Equaiton of State: s95p-PCE 

 Initial Condition: MC-Glauber 

 η/s=0.08 

 Initial Time: 0.6fm/c 

 Cooper-Frye freeze-out temperature: 120MeV 

 

 LHC Pb+Pb 2.76ATeV 

 Equaiton of State: s95p-PCE  

 Initial Condition: MC-Glauber 

 η/s=0.08 

 Initial Time: 0.6fm/c 

 Cooper-Frye freeze-out temperature: 120MeV 

 

 Compatible with measurements of low pT particle 

production spectra and flow harmonics 

CUJET2.0 = rcDGLV + Elastic + 2+1D Viscous Hydro 

T. Renk, H. Holopainen, U. Heinz and C. Shen, PRC 

83, 014910 (2011) 

C. Shen, U. Heinz, P. Huovinen and H. Song, PRC 

82, 054904 (2010) 

H. Song and U. Heinz, PRC 78, 024902 (2008) 

 

T. Renk, H. Holopainen, U. Heinz and C. Shen, PRC 

83, 014910 (2011) 

C. Shen, U. Heinz, P. Huovinen and H. Song, PRC 82, 

054904 (2010) 

H. Song and U. Heinz, PRC 78, 024902 (2008) 
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